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Introduction - What is a topological phase ?

Topological Phase of Matter 

 Novel quantum many-body state

but by

characterized not by local order parameter

Topological order

(Wen, Wen-Niu,Read-Moore, Nayak-Wilczek, 
Fradkin et al., Kitaev, D.H.Lee et al., )

topologically
non-trivial
structure

not in real space 
     but in many-body 
                  Hilbert space !

It emerges
due to many-body 
interaction.

(e.g. magnetic order, superconductivity,.....)
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Examples of topological phase in condensed matter systems

Quantum Hall effect Chiral p+ip 
superconductors 

(Sr2RuO4 ?)

(Y. Maeno et al.)

in 2D DEG in high 
magnetic fields

(Tsui et al.)

(von Klitzing et al.)

Quantum spin Hall 
effect in topological 
insulator 

(Zhang et al.) (Kane and Mele)

Abelian and non-Abelian
top. order

Z2 top. order non-Abelian
top. order

Also,     spin liquid state of quantum spin systems 

noncentrosymmetric superconductors and superfluids .......

(Wen,Kitaev)
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Introduction

(ii) gapless edge states at the boundaries of  the system  

Three important features characterizing topological phases

(iii) In 2D, fractionalization of quasiparticles 

(i) Bulk excitation gap between the ground state and excited states
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Introduction

(ii) gapless edge states at the boundaries of  the system  

Three important features characterizing topological phases

(iii) In 2D, fractionalization of quasiparticles 

(i) Bulk excitation gap between the ground state and excited states

Topological phase is the ground state separated from non-topological 
excited state by an excitation gap. ensure the stability of top. phase
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Bulk excitation gap between the ground state and excited states

Quantum Hall state

Gap between the Landau levelsInteger QHE :

Fractional QHE : Coulomb gapG.S. energy

1st excitation 
energy ∆

Superconductor (Superfluid)

BCS gap without nodes

s-wave state

d-wave 

nodes of gap ∆k = 0
for some k-points

e.g. d-wave SC 
∆k = ∆0(cos kx − cos ky)

∆k = �c†kσc†−kσ��

BW phase of p-wave state

p+ip-wave state

∆k = ∆

∆k = ∆(kx + iky)
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Introduction

(ii) gapless edge states at the boundaries of  the system  

Three important features characterizing topological phases

associated with transport phenomena
quantum (spin) Hall effect

(Thouless, Kohmoto, Wen, Niu, Hatsugai)
( Kane,Mele, Bernevig, Hughes, Zhang)

stable against perturbations such as disorder (topologically-protected)

(iii) In 2D, fractionalization of quasiparticles 

(i) Bulk excitation gap between the ground state and excited states
Topological phase is the ground state separated from non-topological 
excited state by an excitation gap. ensure the stability of top. phase
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Gapless edge states characterizing topological phasess

Quantum Hall state

σxy =
e2

h
nc

chiral edge states (origin of Integer QHE)

Quantum spin Hall state (topological insulator)

helical edge states

origin of quantum spin Hall effect

= # of edge 
       modes

first Chern number    

(Thouless,Kohmoto,Nightingale,den Nijs; Hatsugai)

Z2 invariant (Kane,Mele)

takes only two values (trivial or non-trivial)

zero charge current, nonzero spin current

(Kane,Mele, Bernevig,Hughes,Zhang,)

parity of spin-resolved first Chern number

Case with broken time-reversal symmetry

Time-reversal invariant case (Chern number = 0)

nc =
�

dk

4π
i�µν�∂kµψ|∂kν ψ�
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Introduction

(ii) gapless edge states at the boundaries of  the system  

Three important features characterizing topological phases

(iii) In 2D, fractionalization of quasiparticles 

(i) Bulk excitation gap between the ground state and excited states

e.g. fractional charge, spin,

non-Abelian statistics
Majorana fermion (half of conventional fermion)

fractional statistics

(Read,Moore,Green,Nayak,Wilczek,Ivanov,Lee,Zhang,Xing)

(Abelian topological order)
(c.f. FQHE)

(non-Abelian topological order)

associated with transport phenomena
quantum (spin) Hall effect

(Thouless, Kohmoto, Wen, Niu, Hatsugai)
( Kane,Mele, Bernevig, Hughes, Zhang)

stable against perturbations such as disorder (topologically-protected)

Topological phase is the ground state separated from non-topological 
excited state by an excitation gap. ensure the stability of top. phase
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★There is a zero energy mode in a vortex core of p+ip SC. (Kopnin-Salomaa)

★The zero energy mode is a Majorana fermion !!

Bogoliubov quasiparticle γ† = γγ† =
�

dr[uE(r)c†(r) + vE(r)c(r)]

Non-Abelian statistics of vortices in spinless px+ipy superconductors       
                                (Read and Green 2000,  Ivanov 2001, Stone and Chung 2006)

vortex of SC order
∆ = ∆0e

iφ

conventional s-wave SC
Ecore ∼ ∆2/EF No zero mode exists

Because of particle-hole symmetry of BCS Hamiltonian

Ĥψ = Eψ

ΓĤΓ = −Ĥ∗

ĤΓψ∗ = −EΓψ∗if then

If there is only one independent zero energy solution of Bogoliubov-de-Gennes eq.

ψT = (u, v)

Γ =
�

0 1
1 0

�

γ† = γψ = Γψ∗

Non-Abelian anyon:
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A vortex with a Majorana mode obeys the non-Abelian statistics

|0, 1�(          ,          )(           ,          )two-fold degenerate states |1, 1� |0, 0� |1, 0�or

Exchange of 1 and 3

Not commutative ! Non-Abelian statistics emerges !

ψ1 = (γ1 + iγ2)/
√

2 ψ2 = (γ3 + iγ4)/
√

23

4

1

2

e.g. 

|n1, n2� = (ψ†
1)

n1(ψ†
2)

n2 |0, 0� ni = 1 or 0 (occupied or 
unoccupied)

γ1 → γ3 γ3 → −γ1

τ31|0, 1� =
1√
2
(−|1, 0�+ |0, 1�)

τ31|1, 0� =
1√
2
(|1, 0�+ |0, 1�)

τ31|1, 1� =
1√
2
(|1, 1�+ |0, 0�)

τ31|0, 0� =
1√
2
(−|1, 1�+ |0, 0�)

τ31 = e
π
4 γ3γ1 τ31γ1τ

†
31 = γ3 τ31γ3τ

†
31 = −γ1

unitary transformation in the degenerate G.S. space

topological degeneracy of Majorana fermion states

4 vortices

phase winding 
due to vortex
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Low energy theory for bulk : level-k SU(2) Chern-Simons theory

For edge and holes(quasiparticles) : SU(2)k Wess-Zumino-Witten CFT

c = 1 +
2(k − 1)
k + 2

U(1) charge part 
(fractional charge for FQHE)

non-Abelian part 
Zk parafermion CFT, 

Low energy effective theory for non-Abelian topological phase:

central charge:

Ising CFT 
(Z2 parafermion
          = Majorana fermion)

for superconductors, this part is absent, 
because quasiparticles are the 

superpositions of particle and hole

for k=2

Case of SC

Edge

Quasiparticle = vortex for SC (hole piercing the system)

topologically
 equivalent

Topological field theory and conformal field theory

2(k − 1)
k + 2

=
1
2
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 Topological Phases in 
Noncentrosymetric (NC) 

Superconductors
and Superfluids  
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Non-centrosymmetric Superconductors 

Ce

Ce

Pt(1)

Pt(2)

Si

Rh(Ir)

Si(1)

Si(2)

CePt  Si CeRhSi3 3

(CeIrSi  )3x
y

z

電場勾配

Eg. ) 

Potential
gradient 

Inversion
symmetry
breaking

Anti-symmetric 
Spin-orbit interaction
  (Rashba interaction)

Asymmetric potential 
gradient

Broken inversion sym.

Broken Spin inversion sym.

Bauer et al. (2004), 
Kimura et al. (2005), 
Sugitani et al. (2006), 
....... 

CePt3Si,  UIr,   CeRhSi3 , CeIrSi3 , Cd2Re2O7 , Li2Pt3B,  Li2Pd3B , ...

Superconductors with no inversion symmetry in their crystal structure

heavy fermion SC
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!
!p!,!"!

!p!,"!

=
1

2
(| !"| #" $ | #"| !")

+
1

2
(| !"| #" + | #"| !")

singlet

triplet with 

€ 

Sin -plane = 0

singlet

triplet

Non-centrosymmetric Superconductors (contd.)

Edelstein,JETP68,1244(1989) ; Gor’kov-Rashba(2001); Yip(2002),Frigeri et al.(2004)

 Parity non-conserved Mixture of spin singlet and triplet states

Fermi 
Surface

py px

2!|p|
!!p,!"

!p,"

| !"| #"

| !"| #"

“Zeeman energy”
depending on  !p

Superconducting gap

Rashba SO int.

d-vector is constrained 
by the SO int.
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Suppression of conventional superconductivity 
with inversion symmetry due to magnetic fields

(I) Zeeman effect breaks spin-singlet Cooper pairs

(II) Lorentz force breaks Cooper pairs

�H
rL

ξ

k −k
：Larmor radius

：coherence length for SC

ξ > rL

ξ

rL

Zeeman-split
Fermi surface

(c.f. spin-triplet Cooper pairs are not destroyed by this effect)

↑ ↓ ↑ ↑
�H

spin-singlet
Cooper pair 

k -k
kF↓

kF↑
kF↑ �= −kF↓

cycrotron motion
of electron

For
Cooper pairs are destroyed

(Pauli depairing effect)

(Orbital depairing effect)
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(Frigeri et al. 2004, S.F. 2007)

In the case of NCS, Pauli depairing effect is strongly suppressed  !!

Large orbital susceptibility suppresses Pauli depairing effect !!

SO split Fermi Surface
for Rashba-type SO int.

Hz � c

ESO � ∆

!V V = !

!

p

f("p+) ! f("p!)

"p+ ! "p!

ESOa

b

c

εp+

εp−

for

For

χNH
2
P

2
=

χSH
2
P

2
+

N(0)∆2

2

χN =

HP →∞

Not due to parity-mixing !

even for pure spin-singlet case,

HP

HP →∞

orbital term

χN ≈ χS

Energy balance
between the normal state
and the SC state

: Pauli limiting field For                  , SC is destroyed by the Pauli 
depairing effect

H > HP
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Suppression of Pauli depairing effect due to antisymmetric SO 
interaction depends on the direction of applied magnetic fields

SO split
Fermi Surface

z-axisz-axis

!V V = !

!

p

f("p+) ! f("p!)

"p+ ! "p!

Rashba SO interaction:

χ� =

ESOa

b

c

εp+

εp−

orbital term

asymmetric deformation of 
Fermi surface raises Pauli 
depairing effect

HSO = λL(k) · σanti-symmetric SO int.

L(k) · H = 0For magnetic field satisfying , Pauli depairing effect is     
                         suppressed

H � H ⊥

H

H

L(k) = (ky,−kx, 0)
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Topological phases in
P-wave pairing state of 

noncentrosymmetric superconductors
[M. Sato and S.F., Phys. Rev.B79, 094504 (2009)]
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Topological phases in
P-wave pairing state of 

noncentrosymmetric superconductors
[M. Sato and S.F., Phys. Rev.B79, 094504 (2009)]

In the case with broken     -symmetry T

(Read-Moore state of FQHE)

p+ip SCRashba p-wave SC 

Non-abelian topological order

Z2 topological order
(quantum spin Hall effect state)

In the case with    -symmetry
Rashba p-wave SC

T

(c.f. Schnyder,Ryu,Furusaki,Ludwig,(2008), 
Qi, Hughes, Raghu, Zhang(2009))

(p+ip SC)+(p-ip SC)

adiabatic
deformation 
of Hamiltonian

adiabatic
deformation 
of Hamiltonian
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Topological Order in P(+s) wave NCS

To define the topological number, let us consider the particle-hole symmetry of the Hamiltonian,

!H(k)!† = !H(!k)!, ! =

!

0 1

1 0

"

. (11)

For ky = 0 or ky = !, we have H(!k)! = H(k), thus the Hamiltonian anti-commutes with !, {!, H(k)} = 0. This
implies that if we take the basis where ! is diagonal ! = diag(1, 1,!1,!1), then the Hamiltonian becomes o"-diagonal

H(k) =

!

0 q(k)

q†(k) 0

"

, (12)

for these values of ky . Using q(k), we can define the topological number as,

I(ky) =
1

4!i

# !

"!
dkxtr(q"1(k)"kxq(k) ! q†"1(k)"kxq†(k)), (ky = 0, !). (13)

An explicit calculation shows that q(k) is given by

q(k) =

!

#k ! µBHz + i#t sinkx !#s + i$ sin kx

#s ! i$ sin kx #k + µBHz + i#t sin kx

"

. (14)

From this, we can calculate I(ky) (ky = 0, !) for each phase in Fig.1. The result is summarized in Table.I.
The additional topological number I(ky) is accidental and very sensitive to the direction of the magnetic field.

While I(ky) remains well-defined even in the presence of a magnetic field in the x-direction, it becomes meaningless
if we apply a magnetic field in the y-direction, Hy, since Hy breaks the relation H(!k)! = H(k) for ky = 0, !. From
the bulk-edge correspondence, this means that edge states for Rashba type NCS is also very sensitive to the direction
of the magnetic field, which will be confirmed numerically in the next section.

III. EDGE STATES IN NONCENTROSYMMETRIC SUPERCONDUCTORS

In this section, we investigate edge states for the 2D NCS numerically. From the bulk edge correspondence, a
non-trivial bulk topological number implies gapless edge states. This will be confirmed in this section. Experimental
implications for the gapless edge states are also discussed in Sec.III C.

A. Without a magnetic field

Let us first study edge states for the 2D NCS in the absence of magnetic field. Consider the lattice version of the
Hamiltonian (1)

H = !t
$

#i,j$,"

c†i"cj" ! µ
$

i,"

c†i"ci" ! µBHz

$

i,","!

(%z)""!c†i"ci"! ! i
$

2

$

#i,j$,","!

(!""! " r̂ij)zc
†
i"cj"!

+#s

$

i

(c†i%c
†
i& + h.c.)

!
1

2
#t

$

i

(c†i%c
†
i+x̂% + c†i&c

†
i+x̂& ! ic†i%c

†
i+ŷ% + ic†i&c

†
i+ŷ& + h.c.), (15)

where i = (ix, iy) denotes a site on the square lattice, r̂ij a unit vector from a site i to a site j. The sum
%

#ij$

is taken between the nearest neighbor sites. In this subsection, we suppose Hz = 0. Consider the system with two
edges at ix = 0 and ix = Nx, and put the periodic boundary condition in the y direction. By solving numerically the
energy spectrum as a function of the momentum ky in the y direction, edge states for NCS are studied.

As was shown in the previous section, the Z2 topological number is non zero if the spin-triplet pairs are larger than
the singlet. Therefore, from the bulk-edge correspondence, there should always exist gapless edges if the spin-triplet
pairs dominates the superconductivity. In Fig.2 a), we show the energy spectrum of the 2D NCS with edges. It is
found that there exist gapless edge states in the bulk gap. The gapless edges states form a Kramers pair.

For comparison, we also illustrate the energy spectrum for the 2D NCS with purely s-wave paring in Fig.2 b). As is
seen clearly, no edge state is obtained. This is also consistent with the trivial Z2 number of the purely s-wave paring.
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q(k) =

!
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#s ! i$ sin kx #k + µBHz + i#t sin kx

"

. (14)

From this, we can calculate I(ky) (ky = 0, !) for each phase in Fig.1. The result is summarized in Table.I.
The additional topological number I(ky) is accidental and very sensitive to the direction of the magnetic field.

While I(ky) remains well-defined even in the presence of a magnetic field in the x-direction, it becomes meaningless
if we apply a magnetic field in the y-direction, Hy, since Hy breaks the relation H(!k)! = H(k) for ky = 0, !. From
the bulk-edge correspondence, this means that edge states for Rashba type NCS is also very sensitive to the direction
of the magnetic field, which will be confirmed numerically in the next section.

III. EDGE STATES IN NONCENTROSYMMETRIC SUPERCONDUCTORS

In this section, we investigate edge states for the 2D NCS numerically. From the bulk edge correspondence, a
non-trivial bulk topological number implies gapless edge states. This will be confirmed in this section. Experimental
implications for the gapless edge states are also discussed in Sec.III C.

A. Without a magnetic field

Let us first study edge states for the 2D NCS in the absence of magnetic field. Consider the lattice version of the
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where i = (ix, iy) denotes a site on the square lattice, r̂ij a unit vector from a site i to a site j. The sum
%

#ij$

is taken between the nearest neighbor sites. In this subsection, we suppose Hz = 0. Consider the system with two
edges at ix = 0 and ix = Nx, and put the periodic boundary condition in the y direction. By solving numerically the
energy spectrum as a function of the momentum ky in the y direction, edge states for NCS are studied.

As was shown in the previous section, the Z2 topological number is non zero if the spin-triplet pairs are larger than
the singlet. Therefore, from the bulk-edge correspondence, there should always exist gapless edges if the spin-triplet
pairs dominates the superconductivity. In Fig.2 a), we show the energy spectrum of the 2D NCS with edges. It is
found that there exist gapless edge states in the bulk gap. The gapless edges states form a Kramers pair.

For comparison, we also illustrate the energy spectrum for the 2D NCS with purely s-wave paring in Fig.2 b). As is
seen clearly, no edge state is obtained. This is also consistent with the trivial Z2 number of the purely s-wave paring.

Model: 2D Rashba superconductors with s+p-wave gap symmetry
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FIG. 2: The energy spectra of the 2D NCS with edges at ix = 0 and ix = 50 in the absence of magnetic field. Here ky denotes
the momentum in the y-direction. We take t = 1, µ = !3, ! = 0.6. a) NCS with dominating p-wave paring. !t = 0.6 and
!s = 0.1. b) NCS with purely s-wave paring. !t = 0 and !s = 0.6.

B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
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Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
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variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.
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The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
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FIG. 2: The energy spectra of the 2D NCS with edges at ix = 0 and ix = 50 in the absence of magnetic field. Here ky denotes
the momentum in the y-direction. We take t = 1, µ = !3, ! = 0.6. a) NCS with dominating p-wave paring. !t = 0.6 and
!s = 0.1. b) NCS with purely s-wave paring. !t = 0 and !s = 0.6.

B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT
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ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
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B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.
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The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
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thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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FIG. 2: The energy spectra of the 2D NCS with edges at ix = 0 and ix = 50 in the absence of magnetic field. Here ky denotes
the momentum in the y-direction. We take t = 1, µ = !3, ! = 0.6. a) NCS with dominating p-wave paring. !t = 0.6 and
!s = 0.1. b) NCS with purely s-wave paring. !t = 0 and !s = 0.6.

B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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FIG. 2: The energy spectra of the 2D NCS with edges at ix = 0 and ix = 50 in the absence of magnetic field. Here ky denotes
the momentum in the y-direction. We take t = 1, µ = !3, ! = 0.6. a) NCS with dominating p-wave paring. !t = 0.6 and
!s = 0.1. b) NCS with purely s-wave paring. !t = 0 and !s = 0.6.

B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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FIG. 2: The energy spectra of the 2D NCS with edges at ix = 0 and ix = 50 in the absence of magnetic field. Here ky denotes
the momentum in the y-direction. We take t = 1, µ = !3, ! = 0.6. a) NCS with dominating p-wave paring. !t = 0.6 and
!s = 0.1. b) NCS with purely s-wave paring. !t = 0 and !s = 0.6.

B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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Case with magnetic fields (broken     -symmetry)T

FIG. 3: The energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges at ix = 0 and ix = 50 in the phases I, II, III and IV in Fig.1 a). Here ky

denotes the momentum in the y-direction. We take t = 1, µ = !3, ! = 0.6, !t = 0.6 and !s = 0.1. Hz is I) µBHz = 0, II)
µBHz = 1.5, III) µBHz = 5, and IV) µBHz = 8.

measurement, there is no temperature di!erence between contacts 2 and 3 (or 5 and 6), because the edge current is
dissipationless.

A direct probe of spin Hall current carried by edge states may be also possible by measuring magnetization due to
spin accumulation at contacts as discussed for the spin Hall e!ect [14]. Bulk supercurrents carried by Cooper pairs
do not contribute to spin Hall currents even for a spin-triplet pairing state, and hence the spin Hall current between
contacts 3 and 5 induced by a longitudinal voltage or temperature di!erence between contacts 1 and 4 is governed by
edge states.

A more remarkable e!ect due to edge states is the existence of the non-local transport [48, 49]. The non-local
conductance is given by a heat current between contacts 3 and 5 divided by the temperature di!erence between 2
and 6 in Fig.6, GT

NL = IT
35/("T )26. If contacts 3 and 5 are well separated from 2 and 6, the nonzero GT

NL can not
be explained by the bulk quasiparticles, which provides a direct evidence for the existence of current-carrying edge
states.

In the case with a su#ciently weak magnetic field, the spin Hall e!ect still exists as long as the direction of the
magnetic field is perpendicular to the propagating direction of the edge states, because of the accidental symmetry of
the Rashba model as discussed before. If the magnetic field is tilted, and the field component along the propagating
direction is nonzero, a gap opens in the energy spectrum of the edge states as was shown in the previous section;
this leads to the suppression of the spin Hall current which can be observed as a drop in the temperature di!erence
between contacts.

The gapless edge states are also observed experimentally as a zero bias peak of tunneling current [51]. Our results
suggest that structures of the zero bias peak is very sensitive to the direction of the magnetic field. Under a magnetic
field perpendicular to the edge direction, the zero bias peak is observed, but under a magnetic field along the edge, a

x
y

Case with sufficently strong Zeeman fields, where
there is only one band crossing Fermi level
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B. With a magnetic field

Now examine edge states in the presence of magnetic field. As is shown in the previous section, there exists a
variety of topological phases characterized by the topological numbers.

In Figs.3 and 4, we illustrate the energy spectra of 2D NCS with edges for various topological phases. All phases
have a bulk gap, and some of them have gapless edge states corresponding to the non-trivial topological numbers
in Table I. It is found that for ky with nonzero I(ky) (ky = 0, !), a zero energy edge state always appears, and
the number of zero energy edge states coincides with the absolute value of I(ky). We also find that a phase with a
non-zero ITKNN has a edge state with the total chirality ITKNN. These results are also consistent with the bulk-edge
correspondence.

We also notice that the gapless edge states in the phases I and I’ are very sensitive to the direction of the applied
magnetic field. See Fig.5. While the gapless edge states are stable under a magnetic field in the x-direction, they
become unstable under a small magnetic field in the y-direction. This behavior is naturally understood by the
sensitivity of the definition of I(ky) to the direction of the magnetic field, which was mentioned in the previous
section: For the phases I and I’, the gapless edge states are ensured by I(ky), but in the presence of Hy its existence
is no longer protected since the winding number becomes ill-defined. As a result, the magnetic field Hy along the
edge causes a tiny gap of the order O(µBHy) for the edge states.

C. Transport phenomena associated with edge states

The existence of gapless edge states revealed by the previous subsections implies that transport phenomena as-
sociated with the edge states is possible in analogy with the quantum Hall state and the Z2 topological insulator.
Here, we discuss this phenomena in NCS. Transport properties inherent in edge states can be probed experimentally
by using the Hall bar geometry considered before for the detection of edge states of the quantum (spin) Hall e!ect
depicted in Fig. 6 [48–50]. Since our systems are superconductors, it is important for the experimental detection
to discriminate between contributions from supercurrent and currents carried by edge states. A simple approach
suitable for this purpose is to use thermal transport measurements. To suppress contributions from the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk, we assume that temperature is su"ciently lower than the superconducting gap, T ! #,
and also the superconducting gap does not have nodes where the gap vanishes. The thermal conductance for heat
currents is defined by GT = IT

14/(#T )14 where IT
ij is a thermal current between contacts i and j in Fig. 6, and

(#T )ij is the temperature di!erence between these contacts. In contrast to the conductance for electric currents, the
thermal conductance is not quantized but depends on temperature T . The T -dependence of GT governed by edge
states obeys a power law " T , which can be distinguished from contributions from the bulk quasiparticles which decay
like # exp($#/T ). Furthermore, as discussed in [50] in the case of the quantum spin Hall e!ect, in a six terminal
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Purely p-wave case ∆s = 0

identified with zero energy modes

low energy edge modes also exist
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Numerical analysis of BdG eqs.      

ε = 4.87× 10−4 ε = 7.67× 10−4 ε = 1.02× 10−3

DOS profile of quasiparticles

α = 0.5t∆p = 0.05t ∆2
p

EF
∼ 0.005

(c.f. Lu, Yip)
As long  as                      holds,   Majorana modes in vortex core appear ∆p > ∆s

The existence of Majorana zero energy modes is also confirmed by 
the extension of the Jackiw-Rebbi’s index theorem

Majorana zero energy states in vortex cores of NCS
 vortex with single vorticity ∆ ∆eiφ

However, the first excitation 
energy 

very low temperature (~µK) is required 
to realize the Majorana state !∼ ∆2/EF

(c.f. Tewari et al.)
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due to broken inv. sym.

: chiral p+ip SC without TRI 

TRI recovered
(p+ip)+(p-ip) SC

(Tada, Kawakami, Fujimoto, New J. Phys.(2009))

However

p-wave pairing dominated state in NCSC ?

TRI topological SC in heterostructure which consists of Sr2RuO4

TRI top. SC

(like BW phase)

experimental data are controversial

TRI top. SC ?
CePt3Si
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Summary for P(+s)-wave Rashba superconductors

Topological phases realize in Rashba P(+s) wave SC with                  
and with no nodes of SC gap 

∆p > ∆s

In the case with no magnetic fields (    -invariant), 

Z2 topological insulator 
(quantum spin Hall effect state)

Rashba p-waveSC

T

In the case with magnetic fields (broken     -symmetry)

Read-Moore state of FQHERashba p-wave SC

( c.f.    p+ip SC Read-Moore state of FQHE )

For Rashba p-wave SC, non-Abelian topological order appears
T

(c.f. Schnyder,Ryu,Furusaki,Ludwig,Qi,Hughes,Raghu,Zhang)
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Non-Abelian topological order in
S-wave pairing state

[M. Sato, Y. Takahashi, and S.F.,Phys. Rev. Lett.103, 020401 (2009)]
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Jackiw-Rossi, Nucl. Phys. B190, 681 (1981)

Zero modes of vortex in s-wave pairing state of Dirac fermions
Preliminary ....

“in the n-vortex sector there are |n| isolated, linearly independent, zero energy 
bound states, which are eigenstates of a particle conjugation transformation”

one Majorana fermion mode in the vortex with the vorticity n=1 

In NC superconductors, there are Dirac cones in the vicinity of time-
reversal invariant k-points in the Brillouin zone.

Dirac cone at the      pointΓ

εk−

εk+

Energy band split 
by Rashba SO int.

(c.f. At an interface between Z2 topological insulator and s-wave SC, 
   odd number of massless Dirac cone exists, Fu and Kane, PRL100, 096407 (2008))
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Jackiw-Rossi, Nucl. Phys. B190, 681 (1981)

Zero modes of vortex in s-wave pairing state of Dirac fermions
Preliminary ....

“in the n-vortex sector there are |n| isolated, linearly independent, zero energy 
bound states, which are eigenstates of a particle conjugation transformation”

one Majorana fermion mode in the vortex with the vorticity n=1 

In NC superconductors, there are Dirac cones in the vicinity of time-
reversal invariant k-points in the Brillouin zone.

Dirac cone at the      pointΓ

εk−

εk+

Energy band split 
by Rashba SO int.

However, s-wave NC superconductors for 
zero magnetic field are topologically trivial !

• there is no edge state
• Z2 trivial
• zero Chern number for small magnetic 
fields

Even number of Dirac cone. Also, other 
non-Dirac-like bands give rise to mass 
gap in the vortex state and edge states

(c.f. At an interface between Z2 topological insulator and s-wave SC, 
   odd number of massless Dirac cone exists, Fu and Kane, PRL100, 096407 (2008))
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Non-Abelian Topological order and Majorana Fermions 
realizes in S-Wave Rashba superconductors (superfluids),
provided that there is a large magnetic field

Nevertheless !! 
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ESOa
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c
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εp−

χN ≈ χS

Hz � cfor

possible !
!"

#"!#""

E

V

""#$nn-1 n+1

#"$

z

∆x �= ∆y

Zeeman split 
two hyperfine 
states

ν = x, y

Atoms in 2D 
optical lattice

Ων1

Ων2 :

Ωx2 = |Ωx2|eikzz Ωx2 = −Ωx1

Ωy2 = −iΩx1 Ωy1 = −Ωy2

: |n, ↑�
|n, ↓�

|n + 1, ↓�
|n + 1, ↑�

HSO =
�

i

[λx(c†i−x̂↓ci↑ − c†i+x̂↓ci↑) + iλy(c†i−ŷ↓ci↑ − c†i+ŷ↓ci↑) + h.c.]Rashba SO int.

λν = cν

�
drψ∗

↓(r − ri−µ̂)Ων2(r)ψ↑(r − ri) cx = 1 cy = −i

(Osterloh et al., PRL95, 010403;
Ruseckas et al., PRL95, 010404;
Sato et al., PRL103, 0204101)
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Model Hamiltonian

Hkin = −t
�

iσ

�

µ̂=x̂,ŷ

(c†i+µ̂σciσ + c†i−µ̂σciσ)− µ
�

iσ

c†iσciσ

−h
�

i

(c†i↑ci↑ − c†i↓ci↓)

H = Hkin +HSO +Hs

HSO = −λ
�

i

[(c†i−x̂↓ci↑ − c†i+x̂↓ci↑) + i(c†i−ŷ↓ci↑ − c†i+ŷ↓ci↑) + h.c.]

Hs = −

�

i

ψs(c†i↑c
†
i↓ + h.c.)

Zeeman term

kinetic 
energy term

Rashba SO int.

s-wave pairing term
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Duality relation between s-wave Rashba SC and p-wave SC
Key observation:

H =
1
2

�

k

�
c†k, c−k

�
H(k)

�
ck
c†
−k

�

H(k) =
�

�k − hσz + gk · σ iψsσy

−iψsσy −�k + hσz + gk · σ∗

�

c†k =
1√
V

�

i

eiki(c†i↑, c
†
i↓)

H
D(k) =

�
ψs − hσz −i�kσy − igk · σσy

i�kσy + igkσyσ −ψs + hσz

�

H
D(k) = DH(k)D† D =

1√
2

�
1 iσy

iσy 1

�Dual Hamiltonian

similar to p-wave SC 
gap !

�k = −2t(cos kx + cos ky)− µ

independent of

not affect
topological order

k
rand

gk = 2λ(sin ky,− sin kx, 0)

k ∼ 0For

similar to p-wave gap !

H
D(k)→

�
ψs − hσz −igk · σσy

igkσyσ −ψs + hσz

�

(c.f. Read and Green (2000))
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Mass gap 
opens due 

to magnetic 
field

similar to p+ip-wave SC

Topologically
nontrivial

ψ2
s + �(0, 0)2 < h2 < ψ2

s + �(π, 0)2For

Energy band 

massive Dirac cone

kx

ky

H
D(k)→

�
ψs − hσz −igk · σσy

igkσyσ −ψs + hσz

�

�(kx, ky) = �k(                       )

Non-Abelian topological order appears like chiral p+ip SC !

Dual Hamiltonian

gk = 2λ(sin ky,− sin kx, 0)
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a) b) c)
E E E

ky ky ky-! -! -!! ! !

Gapless edge states

h = 0

x
y

ψ2
s + �(0, 0)2 < h2 < ψ2

s + �(π, 0)2

Chiral gapless edge state appears like chiral p+ip SC !

h =
�

ψ2
s + �(0, 0)2

�
ψ2

s + �(0, 0)2 < h

<
�

ψ2
s + �(π, 0)2

For

energy dispersion
limit Majorana fermion !k → 0Eedge

k = vk
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ForChern number

nonzero first Chern number

ψ2
s + �(0, 0)2 < h2 < ψ2

s + �(π, 0)2

Q = 1

k ∼ 0For

monopole charge 1 at
(kx, ky, h) = (0, 0,ψs)

h > 0 ψs > 0(                             )

kx ky

h

H
D
+ =

�
ψs − h 2λ(ky − ikx)

2λ(ky + ikx) −ψs + h

�

H
D
− =

�
ψs + h 2λ(−ky − ikx)

2λ(−ky + ikx) −ψs − h

�

= B · σ
B = (2λky, 2λkx,ψs − h)

first Chern number (total flux penetrating a spherical 
surface in the                  space) changes from 0 to 1,(kx, ky, h)

at 

ψs

h = ψs

As      increases, h

decouples into two partsH
D

B = 0(              )
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Majorana zero energy mode in a vortex = Non-Abelian anyon

Majorana modes can not exist isolately.    They exist only as pairs.

vortex

 single Majorana edge mode

a Majorana zero energy mode
When vorticity = odd# ,

c.f. Tewari, Sau, Das Sarma, Annals. Phys.325,219 (2010)

Index theorem a la Jackiw-Rebbi’s argument for zero energy mode
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Majorana zero energy mode in a vortex = Non-Abelian anyon

Dual Hamiltonian k ∼ 0For

H
D(k)

decoupled

2λ(±ky + ikx)

We found the zero energy Majorana mode for both           and 

(near the massive Dirac cone)

H
D
− =

�
ψs + h 2λ(−k̂y − ik̂x)

2λ(−k̂y + ik̂x) −ψs − h

�

H
D
+ =

�
ψs − h 2λ(k̂y − ik̂x)

2λ(k̂y + ik̂x) −ψs + h

�neglecting 
∼ O(k2)

k̂x = −i∂x k̂y = −i∂y

Bogoliubov-de-Gennes equation for the case with a vortex of “p-wave gap” 

(assumed that                        )εk=0 = 0

θ : polar angle around the vortex line

However !
these zero mode solutions are killed by corrections

For ψs > h
∼ O(k2)

H
D
+ H

D
−

φ±(θ + 2π) = −φ±(θ)

H
D
−φ− = εφ−H

D
+φ+ = εφ+
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Majorana zero energy mode in a vortex = Non-Abelian anyon

γ† =
�

dr[u0ψ
†
+ + v0ψ+]quasiparticle field

Majorana fermion ! γ† = γ

Note that the vortex of the Rashba SO int. !!

In contrast ! For ψs < h

the zero energy Majorana solution for                           survives !

There is only one zero energy solution.
H

D
+φ+ = εφ+

φT
+ = (u0(r), v0(r))

v0(r) = −i(re−iθ)−1/2e−(h−ψs) r
2λu0(r) = i(reiθ)−1/2e−(h−ψs) r

2λ
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From BdG equation for              with a vortex of “p-wave gap”

We obtain Majorana zero energy fermion mode 
in the vortex of SO int.

Majorana fermion in the vortex of SC order !

After a singular gauge transformation,

(c.f. Sau et al. arXiv:0907.2239)
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How to realize in ultracold fermionic atoms ?
In ultracold fermionic atoms, it is possible to realize s-wave BCS pairing 
state with high Tc via the Feshbach resonance

c.f. It is still technically difficult to realize p+ip wave pairing state via the p-wave 
Feshbach resonance because of the failure of cooling.

(Inada et al. PRL101, 100401 (2008))

(Bourdel et al., PRL93, 050401 (2004))

Superfluidity of 6Li in optical trap

Tc ∼ EF

very high transition temperature

s-wave pairing state via the s-wave Feshbach resonance is more 
advantageous than p-wave pairing state via the p-wave Feshbach resonance 
for the realization of the non-Abelian topological order

(Chin et al., Nature 443, 961 (2006))

Veff ∼
g2

B −B0bound 
state
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How to generate a vortex of the SO interaction ?

!"

#"!#""

E

V

""#$nn-1 n+1

#"$

z

∆x �= ∆y

Zeeman split two hyperfine states

Ων1

Rabi frequencies of lasers

Ων2
ν = x, y

Atoms in 2D 
optical lattice

:

When lasers have angular momentum (Laguerre-Gaussian beam), 
vortex of the SO int. is introduced

Ωx2 = |Ωx2|eikzz Ωx2 = −Ωx1

Ωy2 = −iΩx1 Ωy1 = −Ωy2

HSO =
�

i

[λx(c†i−x̂↓ci↑ − c†i+x̂↓ci↑) + iλy(c†i−ŷ↓ci↑ − c†i+ŷ↓ci↑) + h.c.]Rashba SO int.

λν = cν

�
drψ∗

↓(r − ri−µ̂)Ων2(r)ψ↑(r − ri) cx = 1 cy = −i

How to realize in ultracold fermionic atoms ?

λν → λνeimφ

: |n, ↑�
|n, ↓�

|n + 1, ↓�
|n + 1, ↑�

Scheme for the Rashba SO interaction in cold atoms 
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Other proposals for non-Abelian topological order in s-wave NC SC

(i) semiconductor heterostructure
Sau, Lutchyn, Tewari, and Das Sarma, arXiv:0907.2239

Key idea         How to suppress the destruction of SC due to strong 
                                                                                        magnetic fields  µBH > ∆

SC

semicond.

FM insulator

SC gap amplitude ∆

magnetic field

There is a 
region where
               holdsµBH > ∆

(ii) semiconductor heterostructure with Rashba and Dresselhaus SO int.
J. Alicea, arXiv: 0912.2115

Rasba
SO int.
exists

SC

semicond.

broken inversion 
symmetry

H

For magnetic fields parallel to the thin film, 
orbital depairing effect is negligible

Combining Rashba and Dresselhaus int.: 

x y

z

Pauli depairing effect is suppressed
HSO = λ(kzσx − kxσz)

But, for usual Rashba term, λR(k × nz) · σ

Pauli depairing effect is not suppressed.

B
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How to detect Majorana fermions?

detect non-locality (teleportation)
(Semenoff and Sodano, J. Phys. B40,1479 (2007), Bolech and Demler, PRL98, 237002 (2007),
Tewari,Zhang,Das Sarma,Nayak,Lee, PRL100, 027001 
(2008),Nilsson,Akhmerov,Beenakker,PRL101,120403(2008))

tunneling between L and R mediated 
via Majorana states

from Bolech and Demler
vortex vortex

STM tip STM tip

L R�

tunneling probability does not 
depend on the distance �

teleportation !

Ht = tLiγL(ψ†
L + ψL)

+tR(ψ†
R − ψR)γR

Also, applicable to cold atoms (Tewari et al.,PRL100, 027001(2008))

Laser-induced tunneling between normal state and SC state (Torma and 
Zoller,PRL85, 487 (2000)) can be used for this experiment

ψL ψR

ψ†
R

ψ†
L

γL γR
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How to detect Majorana fermions?

Converting a pair of Majorana fermions to a charged fermion
(Akhmerov, Nilsson, Beenakker, PRL102, 216404(2009), Fu and Kane, PRL102, 216403 (2009))

interface between superconductor (SC) and Z2 topological insulator

Majorana fermions in vortex and edge

vortex

ψ†
d = γb + iγc

ψd = γb − iγc

(i) When vorticity even

γc → −γc

current flows along edge give rise 
the braiding of Majorana fermions

G =
�

0
2e2/h

(ii) When vorticity odd
γb → γb

no Majorana modes on edge

ψ†
a =

γb + iγc

for vorticity odd
for vorticity even

gapped edge mode

substrate: 
topological insulator

Eg ∼ O

�
1

perimeter

�

(from Akhmerov et al.)

γb

γc

also, applicable to noncentrosymmetric s-wave superconductors

conductance:

spin up

spin 
down

SC

Ferromagnetic
insulator (FI)

FI

(zero temperature)
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How to detect Majorana fermions?

detect ground state degeneracy (topological entanglement entropy)
via bulk thermodynamic measurement

(Cooper and Stern, PRL102, 176807(2009))

degeneracy : 

For          vortices, 

3

4

5

6 ......

1

2

ψ†
i =

1
2
(γ2i−1 − iγ2i) ni = ψ†

i ψi = 0 or 1

In SC state, change of               must be even. 
�

i

ni

2N

2N × 1
2

= 2N−1

Entropy per a vortex : s =
1

2N
kB ln 2N−1 ≈ kB

1
2

ln 2

precise specific heat measurement at sufficiently low 
temperature may probe the topological entropy

√
2 : quantum 

dimension of
non-Abelian 
anyon
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How to detect Majorana fermions?

the north and south poles. We have also verified that E0 is
insensitive to the addition of moderate potential disorder
[21]. This agrees with previous asymptotic calculations in
the plane which have shown that the Majorana excitations
are ‘‘topologically protected’’ against perturbations [8,9].

The asymptotic predictions for the wave functions u0!r"
for coreless vortices in the plane [7] are

u0!x" #
!
J0!kFr"e$r=!" antivortex;
J1!kFr"ei#e$r=!" vortex;

(6)

which are valid for both r % " and r & ". Numerically,
we confirmed that these predictions hold even in finite core
sizes.

The physical reason behind the difference in Eq. (6) is
that the Majorana wave functions are sensitive to the sum
of vorticity and relative angular momentum. J0 is obtained
only when that sum vanishes, and this is important for the
experimental signature we discuss below.

Local density of states (LDOS).—At zero temperature
the LDOS is defined as [13]

T !E;r"'
X

n

jun!r"j2$!E$En"( jvn!r"j2$!E(En";

(7)

where r is the distance from the vortex (or antivortex)
center.

Figure 3 shows the LDOS near the cores of the vortex
and the antivortex for displacements r & " and energies
jEj ) !0. The Majorana state can be easily discerned as
the zero energy peak in both vortex and antivortex cores.

The other CdGM core states also appear as oscillatory
peaks, with energy spacing $c. The difference between the
vortex and antivortex excitations is apparent: In Eq. (6) the
antivortex Majorana state is peaked at r ' 0, while the
other CdGM states have nodes at r ' 0. In contrast, the
vortex Majorana state is peaked at half a Fermi wavelength

away from the origin, while two CdGM states are peaked at
r ' 0. Notice that, in the vortex, the Majorana state has a
significantly lower peak than in the antivortex.
In a tunneling spectroscopy experiment (e.g., Ref. [22]),

the discrete LDOS spectrum is smeared by temperature
broadening. The tunneling conductance [23] is defined as

dI

dV
!E; r" # T

Z
dE0

"
@f!E$ E0"

@E0

#
T !E0; r"; (8)

where f!E" is the Fermi-Dirac distribution at zero chemical
potential and temperature T.
In the BCS weak coupling regime, kF" % 1, and there-

fore $c could be a very small temperature scale. At mod-
erate temperatures $c < T <!0, the peaks of Fig. 3 are
smeared on the energy axis (but not on the r axis), and
therefore an asymmetry effect can be observed.
A typical tunneling conductance is depicted in Fig. 4,

which shows a central peak at r ' 0, E ' 0, with low
broad ridges dispersing away to larger r and E. We see
that the central peak of the vortex is twice the height of that
of the antivortex.
This effect is a direct consequence of Eq. (6). Under

temperature smearing the two CdGM peaks at r ' 0 of the
vortex merge into one large central peak. In contrast, only a
single Majorana state is responsible for the central peak of
the antivortex. Since the relevant maximas in the LDOS are
nearly identical, a ratio of 2 is obtained at elevated
temperatures.
Our effect requires having spatial resolution in tunneling

conductance better than a Fermi wavelength. If dI=
dV!r; E" is convoluted with an areal resolution of !$r"2 >
%2
F, the ratio between the vortex and antivortex peak

heights rapidly approaches unity as $r > %F. The ratio is
weakly temperature-dependent in the regime $c<T<!0.
In real three-dimensional samples, zero bias peaks are

somewhat suppressed by bulk states and surface imperfec-
tions (Ref. [22] reports a 15% enhancement above the high
voltage background). Nevertheless, it is the ratio of 2
between the vortex and an antivortex enhancement which

FIG. 3 (color online). Zero temperature local density of states
of Eq. (7) near the vortex and the antivortex centers. The peaks
belong to the CdGM states. Notice that the zero energy Majorana
mode is removed from the origin in the vortex, while it is
maximized at the origin in the antivortex.

FIG. 4 (color online). Tunneling conductance of Eq. (8), in
arbitrary units. %F is the Fermi wavelength. The temperature
T ' 0:15!0 is about 10 times larger than the CdGM level
spacing.
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Tunnel spectroscopy observing
difference between a vortex core and an antivortex core
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we confirmed that these predictions hold even in finite core
sizes.

The physical reason behind the difference in Eq. (6) is
that the Majorana wave functions are sensitive to the sum
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only when that sum vanishes, and this is important for the
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other CdGM states have nodes at r ' 0. In contrast, the
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r ' 0. Notice that, in the vortex, the Majorana state has a
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where f!E" is the Fermi-Dirac distribution at zero chemical
potential and temperature T.
In the BCS weak coupling regime, kF" % 1, and there-

fore $c could be a very small temperature scale. At mod-
erate temperatures $c < T <!0, the peaks of Fig. 3 are
smeared on the energy axis (but not on the r axis), and
therefore an asymmetry effect can be observed.
A typical tunneling conductance is depicted in Fig. 4,

which shows a central peak at r ' 0, E ' 0, with low
broad ridges dispersing away to larger r and E. We see
that the central peak of the vortex is twice the height of that
of the antivortex.
This effect is a direct consequence of Eq. (6). Under

temperature smearing the two CdGM peaks at r ' 0 of the
vortex merge into one large central peak. In contrast, only a
single Majorana state is responsible for the central peak of
the antivortex. Since the relevant maximas in the LDOS are
nearly identical, a ratio of 2 is obtained at elevated
temperatures.
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somewhat suppressed by bulk states and surface imperfec-
tions (Ref. [22] reports a 15% enhancement above the high
voltage background). Nevertheless, it is the ratio of 2
between the vortex and an antivortex enhancement which
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belong to the CdGM states. Notice that the zero energy Majorana
mode is removed from the origin in the vortex, while it is
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arbitrary units. %F is the Fermi wavelength. The temperature
T ' 0:15!0 is about 10 times larger than the CdGM level
spacing.
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Dos at zero temperature
near the vortex

Chiral p+ip SC

Tunnel conductance at 

Difference between vortex and anti-vortex is a characteristic of Majorana 
modes associated with chiral nature of the superconducting order parameter

px + ipy

T = 0.15∆� ∆2/EF

Signature remains even at relatively 
high temperatures
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Summary
Non-Abelian topological order realize even for s-wave pairing state 
with the Rashba SO interaction for the large Zeeman field µBH > ∆

Possible realization in 
• heavy fermion NC SC

• ultracold fermionic atoms with a fictitious “SO interaction”
generated by laser fields 

In vortex cores and boundary edges of the system, Majorana fermion 
modes which obey the non-Abelian statistics appears.

(ref. M. Sato, Y. Takahashi, and S.F.,Phys. Rev. Lett.103, 020401 (2009))

unfortunately, heavy fermion NC SCs known so far have gap-node
however,

strong electron correlation suppress orbital depairing effect
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